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Although the total electron density in molecules is routinely measured by X-ray diffraction or electron scattering, only two methods are able to "see" the highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO)-electronmomentum spectroscopy and scanning tunneling microscopy. Electron-momentum spectroscopy [1] is an e , 2 e scattering technique that can determine the radially averaged density of the outermost valence electrons. Scanning tunneling microscopy [2] gives the electron density, distorted by surface states. We show that high-harmonic emission from molecules [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] allows the three-dimensional shape of the highest electronic orbital to be measured, including the relative phase of the components of the wavefunction.
Molecular alignment is achieved via the rotational wavepacket technique: first, an intense but nonionizing laser pulse (60 fs, 10 13 W/cm 2 , "pump") is focused into a supersonic N 2 gas jet. This laser field gives a kick to the molecules towards the laser polarization direction to create rotational wavepackets. Another time-delayed intense laser pulse (30 fs, 3 × 10 14 W/cm 2 , "probe") is then focused into the gas jet to produce harmonics. Both pulses are linearly polarized in the same direction. Figure 1 shows the intensities of 19th, 21st, and 29th harmonics as a function of the pump-probe delay. The variation of harmonic intensities agrees well with the degree of molecular alignment 〈 cos 2 θ〉 (top panel) that was measured in a separate experiment [10] . All orders of harmonics show similar revivals. This result indicates that harmonics are enhanced when molecules are aligned parallel to the field and suppressed when they are perpendicular. The best alignment along the polarization of the pump pulse is achieved at the half revival at a delay of 4.1 ps. We use this revival to create an ensemble of aligned molecules. By rotating the polarization vector of the pump pulse, we are able to rotate this ensemble relative to the probe pulse's polarization vector. Figure 2 shows the intensity of harmonics generated from nitrogen molecules aligned at five different angles relative to the polarization axis of the pulse that generates the harmonics.
Tomographic Imaging of Molecular Orbitals with High-Harmonic Generation
Abstract -High harmonics produced in aligned molecules contain structural information on bound electronic states. We have produced high harmonics from N 2 molecules aligned in five directions relative to the laser polarization axis. The projected images of the highest molecular orbital (HOMO) are successfully reconstructed based on computed tomography using the observed harmonic spectra. The reconstructed wavefunction includes both amplitude and phase. We also show that attosecond bound-state electron wavepacket dynamics will manifest itself in the high-harmonic spectra. The pump pulse at time zero initiates a rotational wavepacket in gas-phase nitrogen. At different times, notably at 4.1 ps, a rotational revival occurs, resulting in a macroscopic alignment of the molecular axis in space. The top panel shows the degree of alignment as quantified by the 〈 cos 2 θ〉 measurement as recorded in a different experiment.
The agreement between the two shows that the harmonic emission is strongest when the molecular axis is parallel to the laser polarization.
STRONG FIELD PHENOMENA
Under our experimental conditions, the alignment dependence of tunnel ionization is small (angular variation ~25%) and is approximately canceled by the spatial spread of the electron wavepacket in the continuum. We therefore conclude that the alignment dependence of harmonic intensities is dominated by the recombination process.
When the wavepacket ψ c recollides with N 2 , its lateral spread reaches ~9 Å by quantum diffusion. This size is considerably larger than the size of molecules. The electron wavepacket seen by the molecule can thus be approximated by a chirped plane wave; i.e.,
where p is the momentum of the electron and K (= p 2 /2) is the kinetic energy. The induced dipole is then given by
This expression is the spatial Fourier transform of r Ψ g projected onto the direction perpendicular to the laser polarization. Once we know the harmonic spectrum S ( ω ) ~ ω 4 | d ( ω ) | 2 , including the spectral phase and polarization, we can deduce the projected wavefunction by inverse Fourier transforming the harmonic spectrum. This is equivalent to measuring the projected images of the wavefunction Ψ g in different directions. We can therefore reconstruct the image of the bound-state wavefunction by applying the algorithm of computed tomography [11] .
We lack knowledge of the complex amplitude A ( p ) in the plane wave expansion of the continuum wavepacket. To determine A ( p ), we record the harmonic spectrum of an atom, namely, argon, whose orbital is known. At present we do not measure the phase of each harmonic, although this is possible and has been demonstrated [12] . Figure 3 shows the reconstructed molecular orbital of N 2 compared with the ab initio calculation for the HOMO of N 2 ( σ g ).
Reconstruction of a single molecular orbital by high-harmonic generation is surprisingly selective to a single orbital. This is due to several properties of the process that work together. (1) Tunnel ionization is selective to the highest occupied orbital due to the nonlinear dependence on ionization potential. (2) The continuum wavepacket is coherent with the orbital wavefunction from which it came (it is the same wavefunction). (3) All electrons in the molecule will radiate in the influence of the returning wavefunction, but only the HOMO will do so coherently. (4) The phase-matching characteristics of HHG that lead to a well-collimated xu v beam require that all the molecular emitters be in phase. The emission from all electrons except the HOMO will be randomly phased and will not add coherently.
We propose that we can also observe electron wavepacket motion within an atom or molecule using highharmonic spectra. We argued above that only the highest energy state is seen because only the state that is ionized is coherent with the continuum wavefunction. If we create a coherent superposition of two or more There is an order-of-magnitude dependence on the intensity versus angle. These intensities were recorded at a pump-probe time delay of 4.1 ps, corresponding to a revival of the rotational wavepacket. Fig. 3. (a) Shows the reconstruction of the molecular orbital wavefunction of nitrogen. This reconstruction uses a computed tomography algorithm using the data from Fig. 2 , as well as a calibration spectrum from argon, whose orbital shape is known. Note that both positive and negative values are present, so this is an actual wavefunction, not the square of the wavefunction. (b) Shows the N 2 σ g orbital shape from an ab initio calculation. electronic states-an electronic wavepacket-then the HHG spectrum will contain information about all the states that compose the wavepacket. Figure 4 shows that interference can occur between two different kinetic-energy portions of the recolliding wavepacket that give the same xu v emission frequency. If the period of the wavepacket is shorter than the duration of the chirped returning electron wavepacket, and a few-cycle probe pulse is used, then the motion will be seen as a series of minima in the HHG spectrum. By changing the pump-probe delay, these minima will move in frequency.
To demonstrate how the bound-state wavepacket motion appears in harmonic spectra, we use the onedimension tune-dependent Schrödinger equation to simulate an electron in a diatomic potential in the presence of an intense laser field. The field is chosen at a wavelength of 1.6 µ m and a duration of 8 fs to induce a single recollision. To form a fast-moving bound-state wavepacket, two electronic states with energy difference Δ E = 9.5 eV are equally populated before the arrival of the laser pulse. This energy difference corresponds to wavepacket motion with a period of 435 as. By varying the initial phase of the two states, we perform a numerical pump-probe measurement of the wavepacket motion. Figure 5 shows the calculated harmonic spectrum versus the initial phase of the two states. The structure in the harmonic spectrum synchronizes with the boundstate wavepacket motion. Both the modulation in the single time delay spectrum and the movement of the modulation in the pump-probe spectrum measure wavepacket dynamics. of an atom with two equally populated bound states shows the interference pattern that reflects the beat frequency between the bound states. The optical field had a wavelength of 1.6 µ m and a duration of 8 fs, with mainly a single high-harmonic pulse generated. The energy spacing of the two levels is 9.5 eV, leading to an bound-state electron wavepacket with a period of 435 as. The square of the acceleration of the dipole is plotted as the intensity versus harmonic order. Different pump-probe time delays are shown. The minima in each spectrum come from different electron kinetic energies that lead to the same xuv frequency. This simulation shows that it is possible to observe attosecond bound-state electron motion.
